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Urethral stricture

Urethral stricture is also a cause ofbladder

outflow obstruction and is suggested by a
histOlY of urethral trauma, previous
catheterisatioll, or sexually transmitted diseasc
(although it may occur de novo in the absence
of any of these factors). Uroflometry typically
shows a trace with a platcau and a prolonged
voiding cycle. Treatmcnt initial1y is by
urethrotomy, although complcx or rccurrent
cases may nced urethroplasty.

10e twocystoseop,eviewswere providedby Mr H N lJIaekford
ofilie Edith CaveI!Hospital, l'eterborough.

"The ABC ofUrology is edited by Chris Dawson, a senior registrar in urology at the
Edilh Cave 11 Hospilal, l'elerborough, and Hugh Whillicld, a consultanl urologisl aI the
Cemral Middlesex Hospital and lhe Inslitule ofUrology and Nephrology, London.

Sta tistics Notes

Transforming data
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We often transform data by taking the logarithm,
square root, reciprocal, 01' some olheI' funclion of lhe
data. We then analyse the transformed data rather lhan

. the untransformed or raw data. We do this because

Umany statistical techniques, suco as t tests, regression,
and analysis of variance, require that dala. folluw a
dislribution of a particular kind. The observalions
themselves must come from a population which
follows a normal distribution,' and different groups of
observations must come from populations which have
the same variance or standard deviation. We need this
uniform variance because we estimate the variance
wirhin the groups, and we can do this well only if we
can assume ir to be the same in each group. Many
biological variables do follow a normal distribulion
with uniform variance. Many ofthose which do not can
be made to do 50 by a suitable transformation.
Fortunately, a transformation which makes data follow
a normal distribution often makes the variance
uniform as well, and vice versa. ln this note we shall try
to explain why this is the case.

Firstly, the normal distribution and uniform
variance go together. It can be shown mathematically
that if we take random samples from a population the
means and standard devialions of these samples will be
independent (and thus uncorrelated) if the population
has a normal distribution. ln other words, the standard
deviation ofthe samples will not be related to the mean.
Furthermore, if the mean and standard deviation are
independent lhe dislribution must be nonnal. This is
harder to credit, but it is true.

Secondly, if we add together many variables we
usually get a normal distribution. For examplc, the
central limil theorem shows lhat the means of large
samples will follow a normal distribulioll, whatever lhe
distribution of the obscrvalions the1l1sclves.' Similarly,
if a biological variable is lhe resul t of lhe sum of many
influences, it will follow a normal distribution. Human
height is an example. Many biological measuremcnts
are not like this, however, but are the product of
several factors. Substances in blood, for example, may
be removed at a rate depending on the leveI of some
other substance, which in tum is produced at a r<lle
which depends on something clse, and 50 on. We have
the product of severa I influences multiplied togelher,
rather than the sumo If we take the logarithm of the
product of several variables, we get lhe sum of their

logarithms.' So a 'l.ariable which is the product of
several factors has a logarithm which is lhe sum of
several factors and so will follow a normal distribution .

Thirdly, any relation between variance and mean
over several groups is usually fairly simple. The
variance may be proportional to the group mean, the
mean squared, the mean to the fourth power, etc. For
such relations simple transformations can be found
which will make the variance independent of lhe mean.
If the variance is pr.opol1ional to the mean we can use
the square root transformation. This is often the case
for data which are counts of things or events-for
example, the number of cells of a particular type in a
given volume of blood or number of deaths from AIDS
in a geographical area over one year. Such data tend to
follow a Poisson distribution, which has its variance
equal to Íls mean. If the variance is proportional to the
mean squared-thàt IS, ihe standard deviation is
proportlOnaI to the mean-we use the logarithmic
transformatton. This is ihe most frequent case
irr-pracbce, suitable for variables such as serum
cholcsterol. If the variance is proportional to the mean
to the fourth power-that is, the standard deviation is
proportional to lhe mean squared-we use a reciprocal
transformation, used for highly variable quantiti ••s
such as serum creatinine. Thus we can transform tne
data to maKetlle variãi1ce unrelated to the mean, in
which case the data are Iikely to follow a normal
distribution.

Some people ask whether the use of a transformation
is cheating. There is no reason why the "natural" scale
should be the only, or indeed the best, way to present
measurements. pH, for example,"is always presented
as a logarithmic measure, pH=-loglO(H+), where H+
is the concentration of hydrogen ions in moles per
cubic decimetre. Thus the "natural" scale is 10-'".
This natural scale is very awkward to use, and the
logarithm is always used instead.

If we can transform data to follow a normal distri
bution with variance inde endent of the mean, valid

ana~yses can bCCãmccl o~this tranSfurmed scale.
There is one drawback, howe',er, as confidence
intervals on the transformed scale may be difficult to
interpreto We shall-deal with lhis in a subsequent nOle.
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